
The material used to recreate this can be found at: www.hagensfish.com

materials needed:fully dressed treble
Assembled by: Lorie Hagen

Chironomids are one of the most abundant insects and 
found in nearly every body of freshwater in North America. 
Because the hatches are so large they are on of the 
most important insects in the food chain as far as many 
species of fish are concerned. When fish are feeding on 
Chironomids they cruise through the clouds of emerging 
insects gulping huge mouth full. That is when you want to 
have a few of these ready to go in your fly box.

«

Step 1
Start by building up a good solid 
base of tying thread to anchor your
materials to the hook. Next begin 
tying in the Silver Holo Angel Hair
for the tail in place. Cut a small 
amount of the Silver Holo Angel 
Hair the desired length and divide  
it into 3 roughly equal clumps. 
Tie one clump into each side of 
the treble hook and trim it to the 
desired length. (I prefer the tail be 
roughly the length of the hook.)

«
Step 2 

Hair and divide it into 3 roughly
equal clumps for the wings. Again 
tie one clump into each side
of the treble hook. Only this time 
you will want to tie it in backwards
with the long tip pointing to the 
eye of the hook.

«

Step 3
Once all 3 clumps of Red Angel Hair 
are tied in with the long tips pointing 
forward fold each one back and tie it 
in place with the long tips pointing 
towards the bend of the hook. When 
all 3 have been tied down pointing 
back finish wrapping the head, whip 
finish, tie off and trim the Angel Hair 
to length. Finish with Soft Body.

August found us in Reno, Nevada for the International fly tackle 
dealer show. The show was held in the Convention Center from 
August, 16- 18th this year. There was a lot of excitement about all of 
the new products from rods and reels, to tying material and clothing. 
They even had two casting ponds set up within the building so that 
we were able to to try out the new rods. I took a short lesson on 
casting a Spey Rod. 

Overall it was a great show for us. We’re excited about the new ideas 
we came back with for all of the new items we will add to our catalog. t
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hook | DaaIchI Deathtrap treble hook | sz 1

threaD | Fly master | 6/0 | Black

taIls | Angel Hair | Silver Holo

boDy/wIng | Angel Hair | Red

cement | Soft Body Thin
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